The addition of boron–element bonds (where element = H, B, Sn, Si, Se, S) to organic substrates has become a fundamentally important reaction in organic synthesis over the past few decades. Classic examples are the hydroboration reaction (element = H) or diboration/borylation reactions (element = B), but many more reactions of this type are becoming an integral part of the arsenal of reactions available to organic chemists. Recently, the research group of Professor Stephen Westcott at Mount Allison University (New Brunswick, Canada) reported on a unique phosphinoboration reaction where compounds with a single P–B bond add readily to unsaturated bonds.

Professor Westcott said: “Although research associate Chris Vogels initially made the starting phosphinoboronate esters several years ago, the project didn’t really take off until we assembled a remarkable group of people to conduct this research.” He continued: “Erika was an undergraduate student at the time and initiated the reactivity studies as part of her Honours thesis work. Chris Vogels and Dr. Steve Geier rocked this project and helped design the substrate scope, finished the addition reactions, isolated products and carried out the catalytic work. Dr. Andreas Decken was crucial in solving the challenging molecular structures using X-ray diffraction studies and confirming the nature of the resulting addition products, which was key to our understanding of the 1,1-addition product observed in the unusual reaction with terminal alkynes. Dr. Simon Doherty investigated the computational aspects of this project, provided fundamental insights into the chemistry and co-wrote the publication. The editor of the journal and anonymous reviewers were also exceedingly helpful. It really has been a great team effort all around and everyone played a critical role in the success of this work.”

Highlighted in Scheme 1 are some of the more remarkable reactions covered in this initial study. “Surprisingly, addition of Ph₂PBpin to acridine proceeded at room temperature to give the corresponding 1,4-addition product, named StanSDPhos here because we plan to expand this chemistry by investigating its use as an ambiphilic ligand and in Frustrated Lewis Pair (FLP) chemistry,” said Professor Westcott, who...
continued by explaining that the reduction of pyridine derivatives with other boron agents usually requires the use of a transition metal to facilitate the addition. “Chemoselective reduction of the aldehyde group was observed in reactions with 3-quinolinecarboxaldehyde and one equivalent of Ph$_2$PBpin,” he continued. Interestingly, the reaction of trans-cinnamaldehyde with Ph$_2$PBpin gave only the corresponding 1,2-addition product, even though 1,4-addition products are observed predominantly in other borylation reactions. “Finally, the first example of a metal-catalyzed phosphinoboration reaction was reported with terminal alkynes,” said Professor Westcott, “which presumably proceeds via a vinylidene-type mechanism (Scheme 2), to give unusual 1,1-addition products.”

Professor Westcott concluded: “We are excited this work has received such positive attention, especially from the groups of Doug Stephan (University of Toronto, Canada) and Elena Fernández (University Rovira i Virgili, Spain), who are now interested in helping us develop this unique reaction. We hope others will want to expand this chemistry and are looking forward to seeing what else these new phosphinoborate esters can do!”

**Scheme 2** Possible mechanism for the phosphinoboration of terminal alkynes
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